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Abstract.—Quantifying integration and modularity of evolutionary changes in morphometric traits is crucial for
understanding how organismal shapes evolve. For this purpose, comparative studies are necessary, which need to take
into account the phylogenetic structure of interspeciﬁc data. This study applies several of the standard tools of geometric
morphometrics, which mostly have been used in intraspeciﬁc studies, in the new context of analyzing integration and
modularity based on comparative data. Morphometric methods such as principal component analysis, multivariate
regression, partial least squares, and modularity tests can be applied to phylogenetically independent contrasts of shape
data. We illustrate this approach in an analysis of cranial evolution in 160 species from all orders of birds. Mapping the shape
information onto the phylogeny indicates that there is a signiﬁcant phylogenetic signal in skull shape. Multivariate regression
of independent contrasts of shape on independent contrasts of size reveals clear evolutionary allometry. Regardless of
whether or not a correction for allometry is used, evolutionary integration between the face and braincase is strong, and
tests reject the hypothesis that the face and braincase are separate evolutionary modules. These analyses can easily be applied
to other taxa and can be combined with other morphometric tools to address a wide range of questions about evolutionary
patterns and processes. [Aves; comparative methods; independent contrasts; morphological integration; partial least squares;
Procrustes superimposition; shape; skull.]

The parts of organisms do not evolve in isolation
from each other, but are integrated with one another
to various degrees. This integration is not uniform
throughout entire organisms, but is usually organized in
a modular manner, with complexes of tightly integrated
parts, or modules, that are relatively independent from
each other (Olson and Miller 1958; Cheverud 1996;
Chernoff and Magwene 1999; Schlosser and Wagner
2004; Klingenberg 2008). Much of the discussion of
integration and modularity has been concerned with
the structure of intraspeciﬁc variation, both genetic and
phenotypic, which is crucial for evolution by selection
or drift (Felsenstein 1988; Wagner and Altenberg 1996).
Morphological integration, however, is also manifest
at a macroevolutionary level. At this level, it reﬂects
the way in which evolutionary changes in different
parts of organisms are associated (Klingenberg 2008,
2013). Integration at the macroevolutionary level can
manifest itself as evolutionary trends or constraints, so
that evolutionary divergence occurs primarily in some
directions in phenotypic space (Gould 1989; Arthur 2001;
Hunt 2007; Sidlauskas 2008). Likewise, modularity at
this level refers to complexes of traits that evolve in
relative independence of each other (Monteiro et al.
2005; Klingenberg 2008). By relating the patterns of
integration and modularity at the macroevolutionary
level to the patterns of variation within taxa, it is possible
to make inferences on the mechanisms that generate
evolutionary change (Monteiro et al. 2005; Breuker et al.
2006; Bastir 2008; Klingenberg 2008, 2010, 2013).
To study integration at the evolutionary level, it
is necessary to adopt a comparative approach that

takes into account the phylogenetic structure of the
data (Felsenstein 1985; Harvey and Pagel 1991; Garland
et al. 2005; Monteiro 2013) and to combine it with
the morphometric methods for investigating integration
and modularity, which so far have mostly been
used for characterizing morphological integration and
modularity within species (e.g., Monteiro and Abe 1997;
Klingenberg and Zaklan 2000; Klingenberg et al. 2001;
2003; Bookstein et al. 2003; Bastir and Rosas 2006;
Goswami 2006a; Young and Badyaev 2006; Mitteroecker
and Bookstein 2008; Zelditch et al. 2008; Hallgrímsson
et al. 2009; Klingenberg 2009; Kulemeyer et al. 2009;
Laffont et al. 2009; Goswami and Polly 2010; Ivanović
and Kalezić 2010; Bastir et al. 2011; Jamniczky and
Hallgrímsson 2011; Jojić et al. 2011, 2012; MartínezAbadías et al. 2011, 2012; Parsons et al. 2011; Webster
and Zelditch 2011; Kimmel et al. 2012; Sanger et al.
2012; Neaux et al. 2013a; 2013b; Wellens et al. 2013).
Some studies have used special techniques, such as
matrix correlation between matrices of shape distances
among taxa for different parts (Monteiro et al. 2005;
Monteiro and Nogueira 2010; Muñoz-Muñoz et al.
2011), or partial least squares (PLS) analysis across
species without adjustment for phylogenetic structure
in the data (Monteiro et al. 2005; Marugán-Lobón and
Buscalioni 2006; Márquez and Knowles 2007; Hautier
et al. 2012; Chamero et al. 2013). A few studies
have used explicit phylogenetic approaches such as
regression of independent contrasts or phylogenetic
generalized least squares (PGLS) regression for studying
evolutionary allometry (Meloro et al. 2008; Gonzalez
et al. 2011; Perez et al. 2011; García and Sarmiento
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2012; Klingenberg et al. 2012). Although regression
analysis has been the main focus of attention in the
literature on comparative methods (Felsenstein 1985;
Harvey and Pagel 1991; Martins and Hansen 1997; Rohlf
2001,2006; Blomberg et al. 2012), there is no inherent
limitation in phylogenetic comparative approaches that
restricts them to regression. To the contrary, all the
usual tools of geometric morphometrics can be used in a
phylogenetic comparative context (Monteiro 2013). Here,
we present an approach that uses a range of geometric
morphometric methods to study how evolutionary
changes in a complex morphological structure are
integrated in a major evolving clade.
We use the skull of birds as a model system.
Birds have a remarkable variety of skull morphologies
(Zusi 1993), but only a few studies have used the
methods of geometric morphometrics to analyze this
variation within particular groups (Acosta Hospitaleche
and Tambussi 2006; van der Meij and Bout 2008;
Brusaferro and Insom 2009; Kulemeyer et al. 2009;
Degrange and Picasso 2010) or across the entire range
of birds (Marugán-Lobón and Buscalioni 2004, 2006,
2009; Marugán-Lobón 2010). A recent morphometric
analysis indicates that pedomorphosis was an important
factor in the evolution of the skull shape of birds
(Bhullar et al. 2012). Cranial shape has also been shown
to be associated with bite force and other aspects of
mechanical performance in birds (Herrel et al. 2005,
2010; van der Meij and Bout 2008; Rayﬁeld 2011) and
other animals (Pierce et al. 2008; Nogueira et al. 2009;
Fortuny et al. 2011; O’Higgins et al. 2011; Brusatte et al.
2012; Kleinteich et al. 2012). Although pedomorphosis
is expected to lead to integrated evolution of the skull
as a whole, adaptive evolution for different functions
may produce differential changes in different parts of
the skull such as the beak, orbit, and braincase. We
make use of progress in avian phylogenetics (Hackett
et al. 2008; Mayr 2011) and a combination of geometric
morphometric methods to address the question whether
evolution of the skull in birds is integrated or whether
cranial regions evolve as distinct modules.
Here, we apply several methods for investigating
morphological integration and modularity in the new
context of large-scale phylogeny. This study is the ﬁrst
to demonstrate that a wide range of morphometric
methods can be combined with phylogenetic
comparative methods to apply them in the context
of evolutionary integration and modularity, which is
concerned with the covariation among the evolutionary
changes in the parts of morphological structures. We
investigate different aspects of evolutionary integration
and modularity by applying principal component
analysis (PCA) (e.g., Jolliffe 2002), multivariate
regression for characterizing allometry (Monteiro
1999), PLS analysis (Rohlf and Corti 2000), and tests
of modularity (Klingenberg 2009) to phylogenetically
independent contrasts of shape data (Felsenstein
1985; Rohlf 2001). The coordinated use of this array
of morphometric tools makes it possible to gain a
comprehensive and multifaceted view of integration
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FIGURE 1.
Landmarks used in this study and their subdivision
into subsets for the face and braincase. a) The landmarks used in this
study. They are the same as in an earlier study, which also included
an additional landmark at the tip of the beak (for deﬁnitions of
landmarks, see Marugán-Lobón and Buscalioni (2006), but note the
difference in the numbering scheme). b) Partition of the landmarks
into subsets corresponding to the face (white circles) and braincase
(black circles). The black lines represent the adjacency graph used for
deﬁning spatially contiguous partitions of landmarks in the test of
modularity (Klingenberg 2009).

and modularity, which we apply to the evolution of
avian skulls.

METHODS
Morphometric Data
A set of 12 landmarks were digitized in lateral views
of the skulls of 160 species of birds (for anatomical
descriptions of landmarks, see Marugán-Lobón and
Buscalioni 2006). Because the landmark at the tip of
the beak reﬂects a large amount of variation in the
beak (mostly in the premaxilla; Marugán-Lobón and
Buscalioni 2004), which would obscure other patterns
of cranial variation that are of primary interest for this
study, we omit this landmark and focus on the remaining
11 landmarks covering the midface and neurocranium
(Fig. 1).
Shape information was extracted from the landmark
coordinates with a generalized full Procrustes ﬁt
(Dryden and Mardia 1998). For the few species with
multiple specimens in the data set, the average shape was
used in the analyses. Estimates of shape variation among
species contain a component of intraspeciﬁc variation
and measurement error, although we are conﬁdent that
this component is small relative to the large scale of
differences among taxa. For studies with larger samples
per species, there are methods for quantifying this
component explicitly and correcting for its effect in
comparative analyses (Ives et al. 2007; Felsenstein 2008).
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All morphometric analyses were conducted with the
MorphoJ software (Klingenberg 2011).

Phylogeny and Comparative Approach
The comparative analyses in this study are based on
the phylogenetic tree of Hackett et al. (2008), which is
a molecular phylogeny of birds that combines extensive
taxon coverage and a high number of loci sequenced and
is widely used as backbone phylogeny in comparative
studies (for discussion, see Mayr 2011; Pacheco et al.
2011; Jetz et al. 2012; McCormack et al. 2013). This
tree was augmented with additional information from
phylogenetic studies of speciﬁc subgroups (Barker and
Lanyon 2000; Sheldon et al. 2000; Wink and Heidrich
2000; Lerner and Mindell 2005; Pons et al. 2005; Benz
et al. 2006; Jønsson and Fjeldså 2006; Moyle 2006; Baker
et al. 2007; Fain et al. 2007; Treplin et al. 2008; Wright et al.
2008; Eo et al. 2009; Phillips et al. 2010). The resulting
composite phylogeny (Fig. 2) was used for mapping
shape data by squared-change parsimony (Maddison
1991; McArdle and Rodrigo 1994; Klingenberg and Ekau
1996; Sidlauskas 2008; Klingenberg and Gidaszewski
2010) and to compute independent contrasts (Felsenstein
1985).
Because of the composite nature of this tree, branch
lengths were not available for all branches. Therefore,
all branch lengths were set to the same length (i.e.,
assuming an evolutionary model with the same expected
amount of morphological change on every branch). This
means we used unweighted squared-change parsimony
(Maddison 1991) and its equivalent for independent
contrasts. To evaluate whether the results were sensitive
to this arbitrary choice of equal branch lengths, we
also ran analyses using a different set of branch
lengths that were chosen so that the resulting tree was
ultrametric (using the Mesquite software; Maddison and
Maddison 2011). The results from analyses based on
those branch lengths were very similar to the results
using equal branch lengths, so that it appears that the
main conclusions of this study are robust with regard to
the choice of branch lengths.
To investigate whether the morphometric data contain
a phylogenetic signal, we used a permutation approach
(Klingenberg and Gidaszewski 2010). This test simulates
the null hypothesis of no phylogenetic signal in the
data by randomly exchanging the shape data among the
tips of the phylogenetic tree. We used 10 000 random
permutations for the test. A signiﬁcant test indicates that
the data have a phylogenetic structure, which needs to be
taken into account by all further comparative analyses.
Phylogenetically
independent
contrasts
for
multivariate features like shape can be computed
in the same way as for scalar variables, as weighted
differences of observed or reconstructed values for
sister nodes (Felsenstein 1985; Rohlf 2001). Note that
the reconstructions of values for internal nodes are
not globally optimized across the entire tree as for
squared-change parsimony, but only take into account
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FIGURE 2. Phylogeny used in this study. The tree is mostly based
on the phylogeny of Hackett et al. (2008), with additional information
from other sources (see text for details).
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the descendants of each internal node as the algorithm
passes down the tree from the terminal taxa to the root
(Felsenstein 1985; Garland et al. 1999; Rohlf 2001). In the
context of shape, vectors of Procrustes coordinates are
used as the data, but the weighting coefﬁcients for each
node are the same for all variables at each node and
are identical to those used in univariate computations
(computations can be done conveniently in matrix form;
Rohlf 2001). Polytomies can be resolved by inserting
zero-length branches in the tree (Felsenstein 1985;
Purvis and Garland 1993; Rohlf 2001).

Patterns of Evolutionary Diversiﬁcation in Shape Space
To reconstruct and visualize the phylogenetic history
of shape change, we project the phylogeny into the
shape tangent space and draw it on plots of multivariate
ordinations of species means. This approach provides
intuitive graphical displays that show, as far as it
is possible to infer from the shape information of
terminal taxa, how speciﬁc clades diversiﬁed and spread
through the space of morphometric variables (e.g.,
Klingenberg and Ekau 1996; Linde et al. 2004; Sidlauskas
2008; Figueirido et al. 2010, 2013; Klingenberg and
Gidaszewski 2010; De Esteban-Trivigno 2011a, 2011b;
Dornburg et al. 2011; Fortuny et al. 2011; Monteiro and
Nogueira 2011; Brusatte et al. 2012; Klingenberg et al.
2012; Meloro and Jones 2012; Chamero et al. 2013).
For these plots, the shapes corresponding to the
internal nodes of the phylogeny are reconstructed by
squared-change parsimony (Maddison 1991; McArdle
and Rodrigo 1994). We display the projected tree in
scatter plots of principal component (PC) scores from
a PCA computed from the covariance matrix among
the average shapes of the terminal taxa. Because speciﬁc
lineages and clades are the focus of these displays, not
the overall evolutionary process, these analyses are using
species means and not independent contrasts as the units
of analysis.
These analyses were conducted for both the original
shape space and the space of the data after size correction
to remove the effects of evolutionary allometry. Any
large differences between the two analyses would
indicate that evolutionary allometry is an important
factor for cranial evolution in birds.

Evolutionary Allometry and Size Correction
Allometry, the variation in shape that is associated
with variation in size (Gould 1966; Mosimann 1970), is
a factor that can contribute substantially to integration
of morphological traits. In geometric morphometrics,
allometry is widely characterized by multivariate
regression of shape on size (usually centroid size or
log-transformed centroid size); such regressions often
ﬁt the data well and the allometric shape changes tend
to affect the entire structures under study (e.g., Loy
et al. 1996, 1998; Monteiro and Abe 1997; Monteiro
1999; Klingenberg et al. 2001; Mitteroecker et al. 2004,
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2005; Rosas and Bastir 2004; Drake and Klingenberg
2008; Gidaszewski et al. 2009; Kulemeyer et al. 2009;
Adams and Nistri 2010; Figueirido et al. 2010; Gonzalez
et al. 2010, 2013; Bastir et al. 2011; Rodríguez-Mendoza
et al. 2011; Sidlauskas et al. 2011; Weisensee and Jantz
2011; Bhullar et al. 2012; Klingenberg et al. 2012; Ponssa
and Candioti 2012; Neaux et al. 2013b; Wellens et al.
2013). Due to the linear or near-linear relationship
between shape and size, the allometric effects of size
variation are concentrated in a single dimension of the
shape tangent space and, because allometric variation
can amount to a sizeable proportion of total shape
variation, allometry can contribute substantially to
overall integration of shape (Rosas and Bastir 2004;
Klingenberg 2008, 2009, 2013). Equivalently, in the
framework of factor analysis (e.g., Bookstein et al. 1985;
Mitteroecker and Bookstein 2007), the allometric effects
of size variation are considered as a common factor. The
logic that integration is the degree to which variation
is concentrated in one or a few dimensions also is
the foundation for indices of integration based on the
variance of eigenvalues of a correlation or covariance
matrix (e.g., Wagner 1984; Willmore et al. 2006; Young
2006; Pavlicev et al. 2009; Haber 2011; Klingenberg 2013).
In the context of diversiﬁcation among taxa, the focus
is on evolutionary allometry, the evolutionary change
of shape that is associated with evolutionary change
of size (Cock 1966; Klingenberg 1996). To characterize
evolutionary allometry, we use a multivariate regression
of independent contrasts of shape on independent
contrasts of size. This is an adaptation of the method
using multivariate regression (e.g., Monteiro 1999),
modiﬁed for the context of evolutionary allometry by
using independent contrasts as the units of the analysis
(Figueirido et al. 2010; Perez et al. 2011; Klingenberg et al.
2012). This approach, based on independent contrasts,
is equivalent to the analysis using regression in the
framework of phylogenetic generalized linear models
(Meloro et al. 2008; Gonzalez et al. 2011; Álvarez and
Perez 2013; Blomberg et al. 2012). A simpliﬁed method,
where shape information was reduced to PC1 scores, has
also been used for characterizing evolutionary allometry
with independent contrasts (García and Sarmiento 2012).
To estimate evolutionary allometry, we use
multivariate regression of the independent contrasts
of Procrustes coordinates, as the shape variables, on
independent contrasts of log-transformed centroid size,
as the size measure. Because the ordering of sister nodes
in the tree is arbitrary, it is necessary to use a regression
through the origin for the analysis of independent
contrasts (Garland et al. 1992; Rohlf 2001). The residuals
resulting from this regression can be used in a variety
of analyses for studying aspects of morphometric
integration and modularity (e.g., Klingenberg 2009).
In some analyses, however, the original shape data
for the taxa, rather than the contrasts, are the primary
focus of interest. To eliminate the effect of evolutionary
allometry, the size correction based on the regression
of independent contrasts can also be applied to species
averages or similar statistics. For this purpose, the vector
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of regression coefﬁcients computed from independent
contrasts is used to decompose the deviations of species’
mean shapes from the grand mean into predicted and
residual components (this is similar to the method
for phylogenetic size correction described by Revell
[2009]).
Patterns of Variation in Evolutionary Shape Changes
Morphological integration across species arises from
associations among aspects of shape in the evolutionary
changes along the branches of the phylogeny. This
integration can be studied by examining patterns of
variation in the covariance matrix of independent
contrasts for cranial shape. PCA is a useful technique
in this context, as the ﬁrst few eigenvectors (vectors of
PC coefﬁcients) identify the dominant features of shape
variation and the corresponding eigenvalues indicate
the amount of variation associated with each PC (e.g.,
Pearson 1901; Jolliffe 2002).
The covariance matrix of independent contrasts is
computed without centering, so that it is the same
regardless of the arbitrary ordering of sister nodes
from which independent contrasts are computed (this is
equivalent to the arbitrary sign of univariate contrasts).
As another consequence of this, scatter plots of PC
scores for independent contrasts are not very informative
(the position of each data point is only determined
up to a rotation by 180◦ about the origin, and there
are therefore many equivalent arrangements of data
points that superﬁcially may appear very different).
The eigenvectors and eigenvalues, however, can be
interpreted in the same way as for PCA in other
contexts.
This analysis is equivalent to the phylogenetic
PCA proposed by Revell 2009, but uses a different
algorithm to estimate the covariance matrix from which
PCs are extracted (independent contrasts instead of
PGLS—but recall that both methods are equivalent;
Rohlf 2001; Blomberg et al. 2012). In the context of
geometric morphometrics, by contrast to Revell’s general
algorithm, it is important to use the covariance and
not the correlation matrix for the analysis, because the
scaling of variables needs to be preserved across all
coordinates of all landmarks (Klingenberg and Zaklan
2000).
Evolutionary Integration between Face and Braincase: PLS
To characterize the patterns of integration between
the braincase and face, we use PLS analysis (Bookstein
1991; Rohlf and Corti 2000). PLS was ﬁrst used in
psychometrics under the name “inter-battery factor
analysis” (Tucker 1958) and ﬁrst has been used in
geometric morphometrics mostly to relate results from
different analyses and in ecomorphology (Tabachnick
and Bookstein 1990; Adams and Rohlf 2000; Corti
and Rohlf 2001). In the last decade, PLS has
been used increasingly for characterizing patterns of
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morphological integration (e.g., Klingenberg and Zaklan
2000; Klingenberg et al. 2001, 2003; Bookstein et al.
2003; Bastir and Rosas 2005, 2006; Monteiro et al. 2005;
Marugán-Lobón and Buscalioni 2006; Mitteroecker and
Bookstein 2008; Kulemeyer et al. 2009; Laffont et al.
2009; Gkantidis and Halazonetis 2011; Gómez-Robles
et al. 2011; Jamniczky and Hallgrímsson 2011; MartínezAbadías et al. 2011; Parsons et al. 2011; Hautier et al. 2012;
Makedonska et al. 2012; Renaud et al. 2012; Singh et al.
2012; Chamero et al. 2013; Neaux et al. 2013a; 2013b).
PLS analysis uses a singular value decomposition of
the matrix of covariances between two sets of variables
to extract pairs of PLS axes, one for each set, that
have maximum covariance with each other and provide
a summary of the total covariation between sets in
a minimum number of dimensions (Rohlf and Corti
2000). PLS analysis differs from canonical correlation
analysis, which is better known outside of geometric
morphometrics and ﬁnds pairs of axes that maximize
correlation rather than covariance (e.g., Mardia et al.
1979); in geometric morphometrics, this would be
problematic because of the rescaling that is involved in
the computations (for a more detailed comparison, see
Rohlf and Corti 2000).
To analyze the covariation of evolutionary changes
between the face and braincase (Fig. 1), the PLS analysis
uses the independent contrasts of the shape variables.
Because independent contrasts represent evolutionary
change, the covariation between independent contrasts
of the shape coordinates for face and braincase indicates
evolutionary integration of shape between them. PLS
axes computed from independent contrasts therefore
identify shape features with maximal evolutionary
covariation.
To analyze the patterns of integration between the
braincase and face as parts of the skull as a whole,
we conduct a PLS analysis of the shape coordinates
from a simultaneous Procrustes ﬁt for the entire
landmark conﬁguration (e.g., Klingenberg and Zaklan
2000; Bookstein et al. 2003; Klingenberg et al. 2003;
Monteiro et al. 2005; Mitteroecker and Bookstein
2008; Kulemeyer et al. 2009; McCane and Kean 2011;
Makedonska et al. 2012). This approach considers
covariation that originates from coordinated variation
in the shapes of the parts as well as covariation that
stems from variation in the relative sizes and positioning
of the parts. An alternative option is to divide the
conﬁguration of landmarks into separate sets for the
parts, to compute a separate Procrustes superimposition
for each of the parts, and to use the resulting blocks
of shape coordinates in a PLS analysis between parts
(e.g., Bastir and Rosas 2005; 2006; Marugán-Lobón and
Buscalioni 2006; Kulemeyer et al. 2009; Laffont et al.
2009; Gkantidis and Halazonetis 2011; Jamniczky and
Hallgrímsson 2011; Martínez-Abadías et al. 2011; Parsons
et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2012; Neaux et al. 2013a; 2013b).
This latter approach considers the integration between
the shapes of parts considered separately but excludes all
covariation that originates from coordinated variation in
the relative sizes, positions, and orientations of the parts.
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Both approaches are feasible in an evolutionary context,
with independent contrasts as the data. The difference
between these two approaches can be substantial
(Klingenberg 2009; Kulemeyer et al. 2009; McCane and
Kean 2011), and it is therefore important to consider the
particular context for each study to determine which
approach is more appropriate. Because this study aims to
consider all aspects of integration throughout the skull,
including effects of coordinated changes in the relative
sizes and positioning of the face and braincase, we use
the approach with a simultaneous Procrustes ﬁt for the
whole landmark conﬁguration.
Each pair of PLS axes for the face and braincase is
computed as a pair of separate vectors from the singular
value decomposition of the matrix of covariances
between blocks (e.g., Rohlf and Corti 2000). However, for
producing graphs of the corresponding shape changes
and for comparisons with other analyses such as the
PCA of the entire conﬁguration or allometric regression,
the two vectors of each pair need to be combined.
For this purpose, the coefﬁcients of the two PLS axes
in each pair must be scaled relative to each other in
some meaningful way (Klingenberg and Zaklan 2000;
Monteiro et al. 2005; Mitteroecker and Bookstein 2008).
We used the algorithm of Mitteroecker and Bookstein
(2008, Appendix) for obtaining the scaling factors for the
two blocks of variables and each pair of PLS axes.
For the PLS analysis of independent contrasts, the
singular value decomposition is computed from an
uncentered covariance matrix, so that the results are
unaffected by the arbitrary ordering of sister nodes from
which the contrasts are obtained (implemented in the
MorphoJ software from version 1.04b on; Klingenberg
2011). The interpretation of the results from the PLS
analysis is as usual for the shape changes and the
amounts of covariation associated with the different
PLS axes. For the scatter plots of PLS scores in the
different blocks, however, the arbitrary ordering of
sister nodes introduces some ambiguity (the position
of each data point is only determined up to a rotation
by 180◦ around the origin of the plot). It is therefore
helpful to use other ways to present the strength of
association for pairs of PLS axes (e.g., percentages of total
squared covariances for which pairs of PLS axes account,
correlation of PLS scores, or the RV coefﬁcient of overall
association).
To quantify the strength of the overall association
between the face and the braincase, we use the RV
coefﬁcient (Escouﬁer 1973; Klingenberg 2009). The RV
coefﬁcient is a measure of association between two
sets of variables that can be viewed as a multivariate
generalization of the squared correlation coefﬁcient. It
takes values from 0 for complete independence between
sets to 1 for total interdependence where variation
in each set is perfectly predictable from variation in
the other set. The RV coefﬁcient has been used as a
measure of integration between parts in a growing
number of studies (e.g., Klingenberg 2009; Laffont et al.
2009; Gómez-Robles et al. 2011; Parsons et al. 2011;
Gómez-Robles and Polly 2012).
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To test the covariation between face and braincase, we
use a permutation test (Good 2000; Manly 2007) against
the null hypothesis of total independence. This test
simulates the null hypothesis by randomly reshufﬂing
observations separately within the blocks of landmark
coordinates for the face and braincase (Fig. 1) and uses
the RV coefﬁcient as the test statistic. For statistical
tests of covariation between parts of a conﬁguration of
landmarks, it is important to note that a simultaneous
Procrustes ﬁt of all parts causes some covariation
itself and therefore needs to be taken into account
explicitly (Klingenberg et al. 2003; Klingenberg 2009).
In each round of the permutation procedure, when the
landmark coordinates of the face and braincase have
been reshufﬂed and randomly combined from different
skulls, the newly combined conﬁgurations are likely to
vary slightly in size, position, and orientation. To remove
this component of nonshape variation, each iteration
of the permutation procedure needs to include a new
Procrustes superimposition (Klingenberg et al. 2003;
Klingenberg 2009). A further complication is that the
observations are the independent contrasts of Procrustes
coordinates. Because independent contrasts are shape
changes rather than shapes and have an average
very near to zero for every coordinate, they cannot
be used directly in the Procrustes superimposition.
Therefore, the mean shape needs to be added to the
vectors of independent contrasts for the Procrustes
ﬁts as part of the permutation procedure (this is
analogous to the permutation procedure for other
types of shape changes, e.g., ﬂuctuating asymmetry;
Klingenberg et al. 2003; Klingenberg 2009). To facilitate
fast convergence of the algorithm for the generalized
Procrustes superimposition (Goodall 1991; Dryden and
Mardia 1998), the mean shape can be used as the
target in the initial iteration (the mean shape of
permuted shapes is expected to be very close to
the original mean shape). These modiﬁcations of the
permutation test are implemented in the MorphoJ
software (Klingenberg 2011) and are used automatically
in appropriate situations.

Angular Comparisons of Results from PCA, PLS, and
Regression
Visualizations of shape changes associated with
results from statistical analyses such as PCA, PLS, or
regression often suggest that vectors are similar or even
identical. For instance, if allometry accounts for most
of the variation, the allometric regression vector from a
regression of shape on size might be expected to coincide
with the PC1. To assess such impressions quantitatively,
we used angular comparisons between the vectors in
question. Angles between vectors are a direct and
intuitive measure of the similarity of two vectors in
shape tangent space or a similar multidimensional space
(e.g., Cheverud 1982b; Klingenberg and Zimmermann
1992; Klingenberg and McIntyre 1998; Klingenberg and
Zaklan 2000; Klingenberg et al. 2001, 2003; Strand
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Viðarsdóttir et al. 2002 Rosas and Bastir 2004; Gonzalez
et al. 2010; Rodríguez-Mendoza et al. 2011; Ponssa and
Candioti 2012). The angle  between two vectors, written
as column vectors a and b, can be computed as  =
arccos(aT b/(aT a × bT b)−0.5 ), where the superscript “T”
denotes the transpose.
To assess the angles between pairs of vectors
statistically, many authors have used Monte Carlo
simulation to generate the distribution of angles
between pairs of random vectors in the hyperspace of
the appropriate dimensionality (e.g., Cheverud 1982b;
Klingenberg and Zimmermann 1992; Klingenberg and
McIntyre 1998; Drake and Klingenberg 2008). These
simulations can be time consuming and produce only
approximate P-values. There is an alternative, however,
as Li (2011) has published a closed-form expression for
the area of the cap of a hypersphere. The cap of the
hypersphere is the portion of the surface that is within
a certain angle  of a ﬁxed vector. The area of the cap
divided by the area of the entire hypersphere is the
probability that a random vector drawn from a uniform
distribution forms an angle with the ﬁxed vector that
equals  or is less (i.e., this ratio is the required P-value).
The formula is based on the regularized incomplete beta
function, which is available in many numerical software
libraries (for mathematical details, see Li [2011]).
For vectors such as PC and PLS axes, where the
direction of the vectors is arbitrary, angles were
computed as  = arccos(abs(aT b)), which limits the
angles to a range between 0◦ and 90◦ (note also that
PC and PLS axes are scaled so that aT a = 1 and bT b
= 1). Accordingly, the computations of angles between
random vectors only consider a hemi-hypersphere.
Angular comparisons and the statistical comparisons
to angles between random vectors are implemented in
MorphoJ from version 1.05a (Klingenberg 2011).
Modularity of the Braincase and Face
Many morphological structures are not integrated
homogeneously, but are divided into modules,
assemblages of parts that are highly integrated
internally and relatively independent of other such
assemblages (Cheverud 1996; Wagner 1996; Klingenberg
2008, Klingenberg 2013). In such a modular structure,
the covariation between subsets of landmarks that
correspond to modules is expected to be weaker than the
covariation between other partitions of landmarks into
subsets that are inconsistent with the modules (in this
case, the strong covariation within integrated modules
will contribute to covariation between subsets). This
expectation can be used directly to develop a criterion for
assessing modularity, because modules are expected to
be sets of landmarks (or other traits) so that covariation
is strong within each set, whereas covariation among
different sets is weaker (Klingenberg 2008, 2009).
A hypothesis of modularity in morphometric data
can therefore be tested by comparing the strength of
covariation between the partition of landmarks into
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subsets corresponding to the hypothesized modules
and alternative partitions into random subsets of
landmarks (Klingenberg 2009). The RV coefﬁcient can
be used to quantify the covariation between subsets of
landmarks. For landmark conﬁgurations with relatively
few landmarks, such as the one used in this study
(Fig. 1), it is feasible to enumerate all partitions of
the landmarks into subsets with the same numbers
of landmarks as those in the hypothesized modules.
It is possible to consider all subdivisions with the
appropriate numbers of landmarks or, alternatively,
to impose the additional condition that subsets must
be spatially contiguous. For this purpose, subsets are
deﬁned to be spatially contiguous if the landmarks
they contain are linked by the edges of an adjacency
graph (Fig. 1; for details, see Klingenberg [2009]). These
methods have been used to investigate modularity
in insects (Klingenberg 2009; Klingenberg 2010), ﬁsh
(Kimmel et al. 2012), newts (Ivanović and Kalezić 2010),
lizards (Sanger et al. 2012), and mammals (Hallgrímsson
et al. 2009; Klingenberg 2009; Drake and Klingenberg
2010; Jamniczky and Hallgrímsson 2011; Jojić et al. 2011,
2012; Burgio et al. 2012; Lewton 2012; Sydney et al. 2012),
including humans (Bruner et al. 2010; Martínez-Abadías
et al. 2012; Wellens et al. 2013). A recent study even
has used this approach for assessing modularity in
archeological artifacts (González-José and Charlin 2012).
To apply this test of modularity at the level
of evolutionary variation, the covariance matrix of
independent contrasts can be used in the computations
(Drake and Klingenberg 2010). Like the preceding
analyses, this test uses the uncentered covariance matrix
of independent contrasts to take into account the
arbitrary ordering of sister nodes from which the
contrasts are computed.
The hypothesis of modularity divides the cranium into
an anterior facial module and a posterior neurocranial
module (Fig. 1). Such a subdivision has been proposed
for developmental reasons: the bones of the face are
primarily derived from cranial neural crest, whereas
the neurocranium is primarily derived from paraxial
mesoderm (Noden and Trainor 2005), and the face
appears to harbor more developmental variation than
the braincase (Liu et al. 2010). Also, there is a functional
subdivision between the two parts, as the face consists
substantially of the jaws and parts involved in their
movement, whereas the neurocranium houses and
protects the brain (Zusi 1993).
RESULTS
Diversiﬁcation in Shape Space
The PCA of the variation of skull shapes shows that a
large proportion of the variation is contained in relatively
few dimensions, with the ﬁrst three PCs accounting
for more than half of the total variance in the sample
(Table 1).
A majority of skull shapes in our sample form a dense
cluster in shape tangent space, which is surrounded
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PCA of variation among the shapes of species means and independent contrasts, both for the original and size-corrected shape
Species means
Uncorrected

PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
PC8
PC9

Contrasts
Size corrected

Uncorrected

Size corrected

Eigenvalues

% Total
variance

Eigenvalues

% Total
variance

Eigenvalues

% Total
variance

Eigenvalues

% Total
variance

0.00664
0.00426
0.00292
0.00250
0.00201
0.00153
0.00116
0.00079
0.00068

26.6
17.1
11.7
10.0
8.0
6.1
4.7
3.2
2.7

0.00499
0.00360
0.00282
0.00211
0.00186
0.00136
0.00109
0.00079
0.00056

23.1
16.7
13.1
9.8
8.6
6.3
5.0
3.6
2.6

0.00216
0.00167
0.00109
0.00105
0.00084
0.00057
0.00041
0.00040
0.00028

22.6
17.5
11.4
11.0
8.8
6.0
4.3
4.2
3.0

0.00168
0.00136
0.00105
0.00100
0.00056
0.00052
0.00040
0.00038
0.00028

20.4
16.4
12.8
12.1
6.8
6.3
4.8
4.6
3.4

The tabled values are the eigenvalues and percentages of total variance for which each of the ﬁrst nine PCs accounts.

by a loose scatter of taxa that are more distant from
the average shape (Fig. 3). Some extreme points are
the woodcock (Scolopax), pygmy parrot (Micropsitta),
rhea (Rhea), pelican (Pelecanus), and penguin (Pygoscelis),
among others. Also, there are some groups that are
somewhat removed from the main scatter of shapes,
especially the owls (including Aegolius, Asio, Athene,
Bubo, Otus, Strix, and Tyto) and waterfowl (including
Anas, Anser, Aythya, Cygnus, and Marmaronetta).
The shape changes associated with the PCs show some
of the main features of cranial variation (Fig. 3). PC1 is
associated with dorso-ventral bending of the skull and
variation in the relative size of the orbit and relative
length of the braincase. PC2 is mostly an axis of variation
in the relative length of the anterior part of the face (the
ethmoidal region). PC3 features variation between skulls
with relatively short and high braincase and relatively
large orbits and skulls that are more elongate and have
relatively smaller orbits.
The projection of the phylogenetic tree into the PC
plots by squared-change parsimony shows extensive
crossing of branches and some evidence of relatively
long branches between related species (branches that
traverse a large proportion of the region occupied by the
whole sample; Fig. 3). Nevertheless, some visible clusters
that correspond to groups of related taxa, like the owls
and waterfowl, suggest that there is some phylogenetic
structure in the data as these clades occupy speciﬁc
regions of shape space.
Mapping the cranial shapes onto the phylogeny
using squared-change parsimony yields a tree length
of 1.505 (in units of squared Procrustes distance). The
permutation test for a phylogenetic signal in the shape
data is highly signiﬁcant (P < 0.0001). Similarly, centroid
size and log-transformed centroid size also have a highly
signiﬁcant phylogenetic signal (both P < 0.0001).

Evolutionary Allometry
Because the bird skulls included in this study cover
a substantial range of sizes, from hummingbird to
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ostrich, allometry is an important potential factor. The
multivariate regression of independent contrasts of skull
shape on independent contrasts of log-transformed
centroid size accounts for 13.0% of the variation in
shape and thus indicates that there is clear allometry
(Fig. 4). Also, the permutation test indicates that
allometry is highly signiﬁcant statistically (P < 0.0001).
The shape changes associated with allometry include
rearrangement of the upper face and posterior braincase
that produce a relatively higher anterior face, smaller
orbit, and shorter braincase with increasing skull size
(Fig. 4).
Applying the regression vector from the regression
with independent contrasts to compute the residual
component of variation in taxon averages provides
shape scores that are free of the effects of evolutionary
allometry (Fig. 5). PC1 of this analysis accounts for
slightly less than in the analysis of uncorrected shape,
in terms of both the absolute amount (eigenvalue) and
the proportion of the total variance (Table 1). The shape
features associated with the ﬁrst three PCs are similar
to those of the PCA of the total shape variation (but
note that the signs of PC2 and PC3 in Fig. 5 are reversed
relative to Fig. 3). The main scatter of skull shapes in
this space appears to be somewhat more concentrated
(Fig. 5). As in that analysis, however, several taxa are
in more remote positions, and these taxa tend to be the
same (e.g., Scolopax, Micropsitta, Pelecanus, Pygoscelis, as
well as the owls and waterfowl). Allometry therefore has
a moderate effect on the overall variation of skull shapes,
but does not account for the unusual skull shapes of the
outlying taxa.

Patterns of Variation in Evolutionary Changes
To examine the patterns of evolutionary variation in
cranial shape, we examined the covariance matrix of
independent contrasts with a PCA (Fig. 6 and Table 1).
The shape changes associated with the ﬁrst two PCs
(Fig. 6a) clearly resemble the corresponding PCs in the
analysis of species means (Fig. 3; angle between the two
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FIGURE 3. Mapping skull shape variation onto the phylogeny of birds. The phylogeny is projected into the shape tangent space by reconstructing
shapes at internal nodes by squared-change parsimony and PCs are used to display as much of the variation as possible in few dimensions. Taxa
in the periphery of the scatter of points are labeled, as far as space permits. The two diagrams next to each PC axis indicate the skull shapes for
a score of −0.15 or +0.15 for the respective PC. Note that the warping of outline diagrams is based on a thin-plate spline for the landmarks (dots)
and may therefore not be reliable for positions relatively far from the nearest landmark.
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(Fig. 6a; angle 41.0◦ , P = 0.00019). The PC3 of size
contrasts (Fig. 6b) shows some resemblances with both
the PC3 and PC4 of the uncorrected contrasts, so that the
correspondence is ambiguous.

0.20
0.15

Regression score

VOL. 62

0.10
0.05
0.00

-0.05
-0.10
-0.15
-0.9

-0.6

-0.3

0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9

Log-transformed centroid size

FIGURE 4.
Evolutionary allometry of skull shape, based
on multivariate regression of independent contrasts of shape on
independent contrasts of log-transformed centroid size. The regression
score is the shape variable that has the direction of the regression
vector in shape space, and its relationship to log-transformed centroid
size indicates the strength of allometry. The two drawings show the
shapes expected for changes by −0.9 and +0.9 units of log-transformed
centroid size from the mean shape (i.e., for the extremes at the left and
right of the plot). Because the sign of the contrasts is arbitrary, every
data point could equivalently at a position rotated by 180◦ about the
origin or so that all the contrasts for size are positive (Garland et al.
1992).

PC1s 19.0◦ , P < 0.0001; angle between the two PC2s 48.8◦ ,
P = 0.0022). PC3 differs more clearly and is mostly a
dorso-ventral compression or expansion (Fig. 6a); it is
most similar to PC4 in the analysis of taxon means and
vice versa. The eigenvalues of the independent contrasts
are smaller than the corresponding eigenvalues in the
PCA for taxon means, but there is a similar distribution
of proportions of variation taken up by the different PCs
(Table 1).
The shape change for the PC1 of independent contrasts
(Fig. 6a) is also similar to the shape change associated
with the allometric regression vector (Fig. 4; angle 22.4◦ ,
P < 0.0001). As the PC1 takes up 22.6% of the total
variation of independent contrasts of shape and the
allometric regression accounts for 13.0%, it appears that
evolutionary allometry is an important factor in cranial
shape diversiﬁcation, but that other processes must also
contribute to the same features of evolutionary shape
variation.
To characterize the patterns of evolutionary change
without allometric effects, we used a PCA of the
residuals from the regression of independent contrasts of
shape on the independent contrasts of log-transformed
centroid size (Fig. 6b). There is a striking resemblance
between the shape change for the PC1 for the sizecorrected contrasts (Fig. 6b) and the PC2 of the
uncorrected contrasts (Fig. 6a; angle 16.3◦ , P < 0.00001)
and a clear resemblance between the PC2 of sizecorrected contrasts and the PC1 of uncorrected contrasts
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Evolutionary Integration of the Face and Braincase
The analysis of independent contrasts indicates that
there is clear evolutionary integration between the face
and braincase: the RV coefﬁcient is 0.36, indicating
covariation of moderate strength, and the permutation
test is highly signiﬁcant (none of the 250 permutation
runs achieved the strength of covariation found in the
original data).
For the PLS analysis of independent contrasts without
size correction, the ﬁrst three pairs of PLS axes account
for 69.6%, 12.3%, and 8.5% of the total squared covariance
between face and braincase. The patterns of covariation
show some interesting agreements with the PCAs, but
also some clear differences (Fig. 7a). The pair of PLS1
axes (Fig 7a) is associated with a shape change that is
strikingly similar to that of the PC1 (Fig. 6a; angle 14.8◦ ,
P <0.00001), and the shape change for the pair of PLS2
axes resembles that for the PC3 (angle 43.5◦ , P = 0.00045).
The shape change associated with the pair of PLS3 axes,
by contrast, has no clear equivalent among the PC axes.
Because allometry is a potential integrating factor,
we assess its role in cranial integration by examining
the evolutionary covariation between face and braincase
after eliminating allometric effects from the independent
contrasts of shape. The RV coefﬁcient for the sizecorrected contrasts is 0.25 and thus somewhat lower
than for the analysis without size correction, but it
is still highly signiﬁcant statistically (none of the 250
permutations matched the strength of covariation in
the original data). The ﬁrst three pairs of PLS axes
account for 48.7%, 24.1%, and 13.9% of the total squared
covariance between face and braincase. The shape
changes of the ﬁrst two pairs of PLS axes closely
correspond to those in the PLS analysis without size
correction (Fig. 7; PLS1, angle 31.2◦ , P < 0.00001; PLS2,
angle 12.1◦ , P < 0.00001), whereas the order is reversed
for the PLS3 and PLS4. This also means that the shape
change for the pair of PLS1 axes resembles that for
the PC2 in the analysis of size-corrected independent
contrasts (Fig. 6b; angle 19.1◦ , P < 0.00001) and the shape
change for the PLS2 axes resembles that for the PC3
(angle 33.9◦ , P < 0.00001).
Evaluating the Hypothesis of Modularity
Comparing the covariation between the hypothesized
facial and neurocranial modules to the covariation
between subsets in alternative partitions of the
landmarks does not support the hypothesis of
modularity. The RV coefﬁcient between the face
and braincase, with a value of 0.36, is near the middle
of the distribution of RV coefﬁcients for the full
enumeration of all 462 partitions of the landmarks into
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FIGURE 5. Reconstruction of the evolution of avian skull shape in the space of shape after removal of the effects of evolutionary allometry.
The ordination of species means is a PCA of the covariance matrix based on residuals computed using the regression vector of independent
contrasts, and the phylogenetic tree was projected into this space by squared-change parsimony. The two diagrams next to each PC axis indicate
the skull shapes for a score of −0.15 or +0.15 for the respective PC. Taxa in the periphery of the scatter of points are labeled, as far as space
permits.
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FIGURE 6. Patterns of evolutionary diversiﬁcation in skull shape: shape changes associated with the PCs of the phylogenetically independent
contrasts for shape. a) PCA for independent contrasts for the complete shape variation. b) PCA for the residuals from the regression of independent
contrasts of shape on independent contrasts of log-transformed centroid size (Fig. 4). For each PC, the diagrams to the left and right show the
shape for a PC score of −0.15 and +0.15, respectively (these are of similar magnitude as the largest contrasts in the data).
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FIGURE 7. Patterns of evolutionary integration between face and braincase: shape changes associated with the PLS axes for phylogenetically
independent contrasts. a) PLS analysis for independent contrasts for the complete shape variation. b) PLS analysis for the residuals from the
regression of independent contrasts of shape on independent contrasts of log-transformed centroid size (Fig. 4). For each PLS axis, the diagrams
to the left and right show the shape for a PLS score of −0.15 and +0.15, respectively (these are of similar magnitude as the largest contrasts in the
data). For each pair of PLS axes, the shape changes for the landmarks of the face (white dots) and the braincase (black dots) are shown in the
same diagram.

subsets of ﬁve and six landmarks (56.5% of partitions
have a lower RV coefﬁcient; Fig. 8a). The same holds if
only the 104 spatially contiguous partitions are included
in the comparison (49.0% of partitions have a lower
RV coefﬁcient; Fig. 8b). These results contradict the
expectation that, under the hypothesis of modularity,
the covariation between the face and braincase should
be weaker than the covariation for alternative partitions
of the landmarks.
Because allometry may have integrating effects across
the entire skull, it is possible that modularity is more
apparent when the effects of allometry are removed from
the independent contrasts of shape. The distribution
of RV coefﬁcients for size-corrected contrasts of shape
(Fig. 8c,d) is shifted to the left relative to the distribution
for the uncorrected contrasts (Fig. 8a,b), conﬁrming
that allometry does contribute to the overall level of
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integration. Nevertheless, the RV coefﬁcient between
the face and braincase, with a value of 0.25, is not at
the lower end of the distribution, regardless of whether
all partitions are considered (17.7% have a lower RV
coefﬁcient; Fig. 8c) or whether the comparison is limited
to spatially contiguous partitions (14.4% have a lower RV
coefﬁcient; Fig. 8d).

DISCUSSION
This study has used geometric morphometrics in
a comparative context to explore the distribution of
avian skull shapes in shape space and to investigate
evolutionary integration in the skull. The variation
of skull shape contains a clear phylogenetic signal,
but there are also multiple instances of pronounced
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FIGURE 8. Evaluating the hypothesis of evolutionary modularity by
comparing the covariation between face and braincase with alternative
partitions of the landmarks. a) Covariation of independent contrasts
of shape, all possible partitions into sets of six and ﬁve landmarks.
b) Covariation of independent contrasts of shape, only spatially
contiguous partitions. c) Covariation of independent contrasts of
shape after size correction, all possible partitions into sets of six
and ﬁve landmarks. d) Covariation of independent contrasts of
shape after size correction, only spatially contiguous partitions. The
strength of covariation is quantiﬁed as the RV coefﬁcient in the
covariance matrix of independent contrasts of shape. The arrows
indicate the RV coefﬁcient between the face and braincase, and
the histograms represent the distribution of RV coefﬁcients for the
alternative partitions into six and ﬁve landmarks.

evolutionary divergence among closely related taxa
and thus homoplasy. Above all, the analyses showed
that there is strong integration of evolutionary changes
throughout the skull. Allometry is a contributing
factor to this integration, but is not accounting for
all the integration in the skull. Finally, there is no
evidence that the face and braincase are separate
modules, but the skull appears to evolve as a single
integrated unit. Here, we evaluate these ﬁndings and the
methodology.
Given the great variety of skull shapes in birds
(e.g., Zusi 1993), it is hardly surprising that they cover
a substantial range of shape tangent space (Fig. 3),
comparable to other morphometric studies of variation
at high taxonomic levels (e.g., Marcus et al. 2000;
Wroe and Milne 2007; Drake and Klingenberg 2010;
Figueirido et al. 2010, 2013; Friedman 2010; De EstebanTrivigno 2011a, 2011b; Perez et al. 2011; Álvarez and Perez
2013; Brusatte et al. 2012; Sallan and Friedman 2012;
Figueirido et al. 2013) and some examples of remarkable
shape diversiﬁcation at family level or below (e.g.,
Sidlauskas 2008; Astúa 2009; Cooper et al. 2010; Drake
and Klingenberg 2010; Dornburg et al. 2011; Monteiro
and Nogueira 2011). Similarly, it is unsurprising that
the cranial shape data contain a highly signiﬁcant
phylogenetic signal, according to the permutation test
using tree length as the test statistic (Klingenberg
and Gidaszewski 2010). This result indicates that
phylogenetic methods are needed for investigating the
patterns of variation among taxa. It is consistent with
earlier studies that found clear taxonomic structure in
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skull shapes for speciﬁc groups of birds (Brusaferro and
Insom 2009; Degrange and Picasso 2010). Despite this
phylogenetic signal, however, there is also clear evidence
for homoplasy in cranial shape. There is considerable
divergence among closely related taxa that reﬂects the
ﬂexibility of the head and beak to evolve, for instance, in
response to selection on functional correlates of beak and
head morphology (e.g., Grant and Grant 2002; Herrel
et al. 2005; van der Meij and Bout 2008; Sievwright and
Higuchi 2011). Some instances of convergent evolution
in the skull have been pointed out (Zusi 1993; Tokita
et al. 2007) and may also contribute to homoplasy in the
morphometric data.
The shape changes associated with the PCs of species
means (Figs. 3 and 5) and the PCs of independent
contrasts (Fig. 6) showed clear correspondence. This
is frequently the case in comparative studies, but
cannot always be expected, because analyses of variation
across the tips of the phylogeny provide estimates of
evolutionary patterns that are unbiased, but have higher
variance than estimates from comparative methods such
as independent contrasts (Rohlf 2006). Analyses that do
not take into account the phylogeny may be sensitive
to outlying taxa and clades, such as they do occur in
this data set (e.g., Scolopax, Pelecanus, waterfowl, or owls;
Figs. 3 and 5).
The patterns of integration revealed by the PCs
coincide with patterns of variation, such as various
types of bending of the whole skull or of its parts, that
have been described earlier by means of various angles
and other measurements (reviewed by Zusi 1993) and
have been found in previous studies using geometric
morphometrics (Marugán-Lobón and Buscalioni 2004,
2006, 2009). The shape changes associated with the
various PCs mostly tend to involve relative shifts of
landmarks throughout the entire skull (Figs. 3, 5,
and 6). An exception to this pattern is the shape
change consisting almost exclusively of a shortening or
lengthening of the anterior part of the face (PC2 in Figs. 3,
5, and 6a; PC1 in Fig. 6b).
Because allometry produces shape variation that
is concentrated in a single dimension of shape space,
it is a factor that can contribute substantially to
integration throughout an entire structure and it is
therefore important to consider allometry in studies
of morphological integration (Klingenberg et al. 2001;
Rosas and Bastir 2004; Mitteroecker and Bookstein
2007; Klingenberg 2009, 2013). Evolutionary allometry
accounts for 13% of the shape variation in independent
contrasts. This is comparable to earlier estimates of the
proportion of shape variation for which evolutionary
allometry accounts (Figueirido et al. 2010; Gonzalez
et al. 2011; Perez et al. 2011; Klingenberg et al. 2012)
and to similar estimates from intraspeciﬁc analyses
of static allometry (Rosas and Bastir 2004; Drake and
Klingenberg 2008; Klingenberg 2009; Gonzalez et al.
2011; Weisensee and Jantz 2011). Removing the effects
of allometry, by using residuals from the regression
of shape on size, clearly affects the patterns of overall
variation of skull shapes (cf. Figs. 3 vs. 5 and 6a vs. b,
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Table 1), patterns of integration between face and
braincase (Fig. 7a vs. b), and the strength of covariation
(Fig. 8a,b vs. c,d). Although these effects of allometry are
noticeable and removing them reduces the RV coefﬁcient
between the face and braincase from 0.36 to 0.25, the
residuals from the allometric regression still show strong
integration throughout the skull. Despite contributing
to integration throughout the skull, therefore,
allometry is not the main determinant of evolutionary
integration.
That shape variation is integrated throughout the
skull is further highlighted by the clear correspondence
between the PCs of overall cranial variation and PLS
axes that characterize covariation between the face and
braincase (Figs. 6 and 7). Although the shape changes
associated with the PCs and PLS axes are not identical
(there is no equivalent to the shape change of PC2 of
Fig. 6a and PC1 of Fig. 6b among the PLS axes), there is
a clear correspondence between the PCs and PLS axes
(cf. Figs. 6 and 7). Because the PLS axes are computed
exclusively from information about covariation between
the face and braincase and the ﬁrst few PCs are
obtained as those features of shape with the most overall
variation, the correspondence between PCs and PLS axes
implies that features of integrated evolution in face and
braincase are among the dominant features of cranial
shape variation. Accordingly, this correspondence of
PCs and PLS axes is evidence of overall integration in the
whole structure (Klingenberg and Zaklan 2000). Similar
correspondence of PCs and PLS axes has been found
in other studies of various organisms (Klingenberg and
Zaklan 2000; Klingenberg et al. 2001; 2003; Monteiro et al.
2005; Kulemeyer et al. 2009).
PLS analysis has been used to analyze covariation
among parts within a conﬁguration in several earlier
studies, but mostly at an intraspeciﬁc level (Klingenberg
and Zaklan 2000; Bookstein et al. 2003; Klingenberg
et al. 2003; Bastir and Rosas 2005, 2006; Marugán-Lobón
and Buscalioni 2006; Mitteroecker and Bookstein 2008;
Kulemeyer et al. 2009; Laffont et al. 2009; Gkantidis
and Halazonetis 2011; Jamniczky and Hallgrímsson
2011; Martínez-Abadías et al. 2011; Parsons et al. 2011;
Makedonska et al. 2012; Singh et al. 2012; Neaux et al.
2013a; 2013b). Here, we have applied PLS analysis
in an explicitly phylogenetic context to investigate
evolutionary integration between the face and braincase
in birds. Such evolutionary PLS analyses can be carried
out using independent contrasts, as in this study, or from
covariance matrices estimated with phylogenetic linear
models (Rohlf 2001; Revell and Harmon 2008; Blomberg
et al. 2012; Meloro and Jones 2012).
Previous morphometric analyses of integration in
bird skulls found covariation between the landmarks
used here and a series of endocranial measurements
(Marugán-Lobón and Buscalioni 2006). This indicates
that evolutionary changes in external and internal
features of the skull covary, even though the physical
separation of internal and external surfaces that is
associated with cranial pneumatization in birds should
provide a degree of independence between internal and
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external traits of the skull (Zusi 1993). Clear integration
of skull shape was also found in a study that used
similar methods to investigate integration between the
beak and skull (including most of the facial region;
Fig. 1) in several species of corvids (Kulemeyer et al.
2009). Given the importance of cranial kinesis for the
movements of the beak in birds (Zusi 1993; Bout and
Zweers 2001; Meekangvan et al. 2006; Dawson et al.
2011), it might also be expected that variation in the
face—containing structures such as the base of the beak,
jugal bar, and quadrate bone, which are involved in
movements relative to the braincase—would evolve as
a separate unit from the braincase. Our results indicate
that this is not the case, but that the entire skull appears
to evolve as a coordinated unit.
Such strong cranial integration is consistent with the
hypothesis that heterochrony plays a strong role in the
evolution of bird skulls. For instance, morphometric
analyses suggest that bird skulls are pedomorphic
by comparison with other theropods (Bhullar et al.
2012). Some of the shape features found in the shape
changes associated with the PC1 and allometry in
this study (Figs. 3 and 4) qualitatively resemble the
main shape features associated with ontogenetic change
in a Darwin’s ﬁnch (Genbrugge et al. 2011) and in
theropods (Bhullar et al. 2012). If such ontogenetic
scaling affects the skull as a whole and accounts for
a substantial portion of cranial evolution, integration
of evolutionary changes is expected to result (e.g.,
Mitteroecker et al. 2005; Drake 2011). This reasoning is
further complicated, however, because avian ontogenetic
trajectories have been shown to be clearly nonlinear,
with abrupt changes of direction associated with
hatching or ﬂedging (Cane 1993; Genbrugge et al.
2011). Because information on ontogenetic trajectories
in birds is scarce, it is difﬁcult to gauge the possible
role of such nonlinear trajectories and scaling in avian
evolution.
The data considered in this study do not support
the hypothesis that the face and braincase are separate
evolutionary modules (Fig. 8). The hypothesis predicts
that the partition of the landmarks into subsets
corresponding to the face and braincase should result in
a weaker covariation between subsets than alternative
partitions. In our data of independent contrasts for
skull shape, however, the covariation between face
and braincase is stronger than a substantial proportion
of other partitions. The correction for the effects of
allometry reduces this proportion to a degree (Fig. 8c,d),
as is consistent with the expectation that allometry
contributes to overall integration in the skull. The
rejection of the hypothesis of modularity is consistent
with the results of PCA and PLS analyses, which
also point to strong integration throughout the skull.
This differs from ﬁndings in some mammals, where
modularity of the face and braincase was found with the
same methods in intra- and interspeciﬁc analyses (Drake
and Klingenberg 2010; Jojić et al. 2011; Sydney et al. 2012),
but full integration throughout the skull was also found
in a study of humans (Martínez-Abadías et al. 2012; but
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see also Wellens et al. 2013) and another study rejected
several hypotheses of modularity for the skull of mice
(Hallgrímsson et al. 2009). In a wide range of vertebrates,
various hypotheses of intraspeciﬁc modularity in the
skull and mandible have been tested and have produced
heterogeneous results (Klingenberg 2009; Ivanović and
Kalezić 2010; Burgio et al. 2012; Jojić et al. 2012;
Kimmel et al. 2012; Sanger et al. 2012; Klingenberg
2013). With different methods, various patterns of
modularity were found within species in mammals
using geometric morphometrics (Goswami 2006a, 2006b,
2007) and traditional morphometrics (Cheverud 1982a,
1995; Porto et al. 2009; Shirai and Marroig 2010).
Comparisons of results among these studies are
difﬁcult because of the different morphometric methods
and concepts of modularity and integration they
use. However, the only study that made a direct
comparison found that the methods used here and
traditional morphometrics produced compatible results,
suggesting that comparisons are possible (Jojić et al.
2012). Comparisons between studies across vertebrate
classes are also problematic for anatomical reasons:
for instance, the premaxilla of birds, by comparison
to mammals, is extraordinarily variable because of the
great variability of the beak in birds, and the quadrate
bone, which is a prominent element of the articulation of
jaws and jugal bar in birds, is homologous to one of the
middle ear ossicles, the incus, in mammals. Because of
such differences in the anatomical structure of the skull,
it may be impossible to ﬁnd landmarks in one group that
are homologues of the landmarks in another group, and
even if homologous landmarks are available, patterns of
integration and modularity may not be comparable if
differences in the organization of skulls fundamentally
alter the anatomical and functional context. To assess
patterns of evolutionary modularity and their relation to
modularity and integration within taxa, further studies
in a phylogenetic comparative context are necessary.
Previous discussions of comparative methods have
mostly emphasized regression analysis (Felsenstein
1985; Harvey and Pagel 1991; Martins and Hansen
1997; Rohlf 2001, 2006; Blomberg et al. 2012). We
used multivariate regression of independent contrasts
to assess evolutionary allometry and correct for its
effects (Revell 2009; Figueirido et al. 2010; Perez
et al. 2011; Klingenberg et al. 2012). Here, we show
that a range of other multivariate methods can also
be used in a comparative context to understand
evolutionary changes of shape: PCA (Revell 2009, with
modiﬁcations for geometric morphometrics), PLS, and
tests of modularity. As in other applications of geometric
morphometrics, some adjustments may be needed,
but these adjustments can be made with independent
contrasts in a similar way as they are ﬁrmly established
in other contexts such as ﬂuctuating asymmetry (e.g.,
including a Procrustes ﬁt in the algorithm of the
permutation test for covariation within a conﬁguration
of landmarks; Klingenberg et al. 2003). The tools
of geometric morphometrics, in such a comparative
context, will be able to answer many speciﬁc questions
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about evolutionary diversiﬁcation of shape and its
history.
Throughout this article, we have used independent
contrasts as the method for taking into account the
phylogenetic nature of the comparative data. Other
methods are available and can also be used in the
context of geometric morphometrics. In particular,
PGLS methods have been widely used and multivariate
versions are available (e.g., Martins and Hansen 1997;
Rohlf 2001; Revell and Harmon 2008). These methods
are mathematically equivalent to independent contrasts
and, with the same evolutionary model, provide
equivalent results (Rohlf 2001; Garland et al. 2005;
Blomberg et al. 2012). In both approaches, a range of
evolutionary models can be implemented by adjusting
the branch lengths in the phylogeny (e.g., punctuated
equilibria can be modeled by specifying zero-length
branches for evolutionary lineages exhibiting stasis;
Felsenstein 2004).
Perhaps the main difference between the different
approaches is in what constitutes the units of analysis.
Independent contrasts are weighted differences between
the phenotypes of sister nodes in the phylogeny
(either directly observed in terminal taxa or locally
reconstructed from the phenotypes of descendants
for internal nodes), and therefore explicitly focus on
evolutionary change. By contrast, although phylogenetic
interdependence is taken into account statistically in
PGLS, the units of the analysis are the observed taxa.
Because the appropriate target for explanations in
evolutionary biology is evolutionary change and not
the states of taxa (O’Hara 1988), it is at least a didactic
advantage of independent contrasts that they explicitly
focus on evolutionary change as the unit of analysis
and not the states of taxa as in PGLS. A further
advantage of independent contrasts is that they can
be treated like other shape differences (e.g., ﬂuctuating
asymmetry) and therefore can be accommodated in
standard morphometric software with only minor
modiﬁcations. Independent contrasts are therefore a
convenient and natural way to use all the standard
tools of geometric morphometrics in the context of
phylogenetic comparative approaches.
Because the concepts of morphological integration
and modularity apply at multiple levels from withinorganism variation to phylogenetic diversiﬁcation
(Breuker et al. 2006; Klingenberg 2008, 2010, 2013),
a particularly promising application for these
morphometric tools will be in coordinated analyses
of variation at multiple levels: ﬂuctuating asymmetry
within individuals, phenotypic and genetic variation
among individuals within taxa, and evolutionary
variation among taxa. Some studies have been conducted
that combine within-taxon analyses and phylogenetic
comparative analyses (Drake and Klingenberg 2010;
Gonzalez et al. 2011; Klingenberg et al. 2012; Klingenberg
2013). Such multilevel analyses are promising to advance
our understanding of the interface between micro- and
macroevolution and will allow inferences on the
evolutionary processes involved in the diversiﬁcation of
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major clades (Monteiro et al. 2005; Hunt 2007; Sidlauskas
2008; Klingenberg 2010).
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